2021 USDF All-Breed Awards

Purebred Arabian

Training Level

Open

1. 68.836, AFIRES SPELLBOUND
   Rider: Maia Becken
   Owner: Heidi Becken
2. 67.789, DU MONDE
   Rider: Claudia Kean
   Owner: Claudia Kean
3. 67.155, ROGALA QUICKSTEP
   Rider: Nicol Hinde
   Owner: Shawna M Macauley
4. 62.888, TA EROS+++/
   Rider: Shelley Fugitt
   Owner: Shelley Fugitt

Junior/Young Rider

1. 68.836, AFIRES SPELLBOUND
   Rider: Maia Becken
   Owner: Heidi Becken

Adult Amateur

1. 67.789, DU MONDE
   Rider: Claudia Kean
   Owner: Claudia Kean
2. 62.888, TA EROS+++/
   Rider: Shelley Fugitt
   Owner: Shelley Fugitt

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 67.789, DU MONDE
   Rider: Claudia Kean
   Owner: Claudia Kean

First Level

Open

1. 67.083, AK HALEY LUJAH+++/
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen
2. 65.486, OM EL PASHAHN+/ 
   Rider: Richal Flannery & Audrey Mckenna 
   Owner: Camille Fuller and Richal Flannery

3. 64.439, STLA PRINCE CHALLMING 
   Rider: Laura Yelavich 
   Owner: Laura Yelavich

4. 63.959, ENCORES ILLUMINATION 
   Rider: Jessica Amundson 
   Owner: Jessica Amundson

5. 63.889, AFIRES SPELLBOUND 
   Rider: Maia Becken 
   Owner: Heidi Becken

Junior/Young Rider

1. 63.889, AFIRES SPELLBOUND 
   Rider: Maia Becken 
   Owner: Heidi Becken

Adult Amateur

1. 64.439, STLA PRINCE CHALLMING 
   Rider: Laura Yelavich 
   Owner: Laura Yelavich

2. 63.959, ENCORES ILLUMINATION 
   Rider: Jessica Amundson 
   Owner: Jessica Amundson

3. 61.611, SHEZ ALLURING 
   Rider: Shanda Cuscovitch 
   Owner: Shanda Cuscovitch

Vintage Cup Award-Professional

1. 67.083, AK HALEY LUJAH+++// 
   Rider: Amy Kellen 
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Second Level

Open

1. 64.584, MAGNUM FIREFLY 
   Rider: Dale Wade 
   Owner: Dale Wade

2. 64.158, AK HALEY LUJAH+++//
Rider: Amy Kellen
Owner: Amy Kellen
3. 63.888, TR SILVER FORTUNE++++//
   Rider: Jocelyn Moore
   Owner: Ann-Dee or Jocelyn Moore

Junior/Young Rider
1. 63.888, TR SILVER FORTUNE++++//
   Rider: Jocelyn Moore
   Owner: Ann-Dee or Jocelyn Moore

Adult Amateur
1. 64.584, MAGNUM FIREFLY
   Rider: Dale Wade
   Owner: Dale Wade

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 64.158, AK HALEY LUJAH+++//
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur
1. 64.584, MAGNUM FIREFLY
   Rider: Dale Wade
   Owner: Dale Wade

Third Level
Open
1. 63.125, RENEGADE KID
   Rider: Brenda Peters-Beare
   Owner: Reichelderfer, Cynthia Rose
2. 62.877, ASR FADLS WILLIE++//
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Tom & Marilyn Weber
3. 62.875, KHOUMADRE+
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Susan or Margeaux Minea

Adult Amateur
1. 62.875, KHOUMADRE+
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Susan or Margeaux Minea

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 63.125, RENEGADE KID
   Rider: Brenda Peters-Beare
   Owner: Reichelderfer, Cynthia Rose

2. 62.877, ASR FADLS WILLIE+/
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Tom & Marilyn Weber

**Prix St. Georges**

**Open**

1. 61.471, TAMAR INGENUE+/
   Rider: Audrey Humphrey
   Owner: Audrey Humphrey

2. 60.441, ES GAMAL+++++/
   Rider: Nicole Rowley
   Owner: Nicole Rowley

3. 60.294, ENLIGHTENED+++++/
   Rider: Kim Lacy
   Owner: Kim Lacy

**Adult Amateur**

1. 61.471, TAMAR INGENUE+/
   Rider: Audrey Humphrey
   Owner: Audrey Humphrey

2. 60.441, ES GAMAL+++++/
   Rider: Nicole Rowley
   Owner: Nicole Rowley

**Intermediate I**

**Open**

1. 62.500, MAJOR SHAI
   Rider: Madeline Kent
   Owner: Madeline Kent

2. 61.875, ENLIGHTENED+++++/
   Rider: Kim Lacy
   Owner: Kim Lacy

3. 61.838, PRIMA DONNA ETC
   Rider: Lori Emery
   Owner: Lori or Joe Emery
Half-Arabian & Anglo-Arabian

Training Level

Open

1. 71.923, LM WERTHE GEM++++//
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen
2. 69.655, LAST SHADOW MAN+
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville
3. 68.448, CORRAGGIO++
   Rider: Tricia Joaquin
   Owner: Candy or Duane Ziebell or Tricia Joaquin
4. 67.673, IVE BEEN RIPPED+++//
   Rider: Sophia Novosel
   Owner: Linda & Thomas Freeman
5. 66.595, DHF ICARUS
   Rider: Renee Carter
   Owner: Renee Carter

Adult Amateur

1. 69.655, LAST SHADOW MAN+
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville
2. 68.448, CORRAGGIO++
   Rider: Tricia Joaquin
   Owner: Candy or Duane Ziebell or Tricia Joaquin
3. 66.595, DHF ICARUS
   Rider: Renee Carter
   Owner: Renee Carter
4. 65.603, JAX OF ALL TRADES
   Rider: Amber Garthwaite
   Owner: Amber Garthwaite
5. 64.526, VA RICO SUAVE++/
   Rider: Jamie Parker
   Owner: Jamie Parker
Junior/Young Rider

1. 67.673, IVE BEEN RIPPED+++///
   Rider: Sophia Novosel
   Owner: Linda & Thomas Freeman

2. 62.069, BLUE ELEGANCE ASF+
   Rider: Taylor Hewitt
   Owner: Jessica Smelter

Vintage Cup Award-Professional

1. 71.923, LM WERTHE GEM++++///
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 69.655, LAST SHADOW MAN+
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville

2. 61.897, KURT ALI KHAN+///
   Rider: Charlene Tillman
   Owner: Charlene Tillman

First Level

Open

1. 68.195, SANTORIAN+/
   Rider: Stacey Burdick-Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick-Taul

2. 67.931, GF BOOM++/
   Rider: Julie Wall Hicks, Malinda Brown
   Owner: Julie Wall Hicks

3. 67.014, SINATRA BEY
   Rider: Tracy Pierce
   Owner: Marian Obrien

4. 65.903, LM WERTHE GEM++++///
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

5. 63.889, IVE BEEN RIPPED+++///
   Rider: Sophia Novosel
   Owner: Linda & Thomas Freeman

Adult Amateur
1. 68.195, SANTORIAN+/ 
   Rider: Stacey Burdick-Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick-Taul
2. 63.820, DHF ICARUS 
   Rider: Renee Carter
   Owner: Renee Carter
3. 62.257, MA DREAM CATCHER++++++/
   Rider: Chari Madrigal
   Owner: Chari or Amber Madrigal

Junior/Young Rider
1. 63.889, IVE BEEN RIPPED++++/ 
   Rider: Sophia Novosel
   Owner: Linda & Thomas Freeman
2. 60.953, SOME LIKEIT HOT VA 
   Rider: Shannon Riley
   Owner: Shannon Riley

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 65.903, LM WERTHE GEM++++++/
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Second Level

Open
1. 65.833, R GENGA+++/
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Tom & Marilyn Weber
2. 65.238, SANTORIAN+/ 
   Rider: Stacey Burdick-Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick-Taul

Adult Amateur
1. 65.238, SANTORIAN+/ 
   Rider: Stacey Burdick-Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick-Taul

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 65.833, R GENGA+++/
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Tom & Marilyn Weber
Third Level

Open

1. 65.607, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp

Adult Amateur

1. 65.607, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp

Fourth Level

Open

1. 65.385, MAJOR DAY+//
   Rider: Cindy Davis
   Owner: Cindy Davis
2. 63.125, SHINEONTITANSSILVER
   Rider: Sylvia Rogan
   Owner: Elli or Sylvia Rogan
3. 61.667, KOURAJOUS ZORIA++//
   Rider: Rita Edman
   Owner: Rita Edman
4. 61.458, CASTERLY ROCK
   Rider: Ray LaCroix
   Owner: Ray LaCroix

Adult Amateur

1. 65.385, MAJOR DAY+//
   Rider: Cindy Davis
   Owner: Cindy Davis
2. 63.125, SHINEONTITANSSILVER
   Rider: Sylvia Rogan
   Owner: Elli or Sylvia Rogan
3. 61.667, KOURAJOUS ZORIA++//
   Rider: Rita Edman
   Owner: Rita Edman
Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 61.458, CASTERLY ROCK
   Rider: Ray LaCroix
   Owner: Ray LaCroix

Prix St. Georges
Open
1. 66.103, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
   Rider: Joann Williams
   Owner: Joann Williams

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 66.103, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
   Rider: Joann Williams
   Owner: Joann Williams

Grand Prix
Open
1. 60.979, ELLEXUS KNIGHT+/
   Rider: Nicole Wertz
   Owner: Nicole Wertz
2. 60.653, CRESCENDOS ALLEGRO+//
   Rider: Christine Betz
   Owner: Teresa Grogan

Adult Amateur
1. 60.979, ELLEXUS KNIGHT+/
   Rider: Nicole Wertz
   Owner: Nicole Wertz